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1.0 Background Information 

Intellectual Foundations is a legally registered Non-Governmental Organization in the kingdom of 

Eswatini. Her mission is to develop the youth, through improving youth accessibility to life improving 

information (Personal development). Intellectual Foundations has worked collaboratively with 

government bodies, companies and personals to reach 731 youth from 5 different communities since 

2017.   

Personal development is a deliberate action to invest in yourself so that you can manage yourself 

successfully in different circumstances life might throw at you. In other words, the aim of personal 

development is to equip yourself with necessary skills, knowledge, resources, etc. needed to overcome 

current and future life encounters.  

While working in communities with out-of-school youth and youth in high school, the organization 

realized that the youth requires support services to strengthen them mentally to succeed and overcome 

in every stage of their life. Thus, the organization has come up with a tertiary program to help increase 

the chances of students excelling in their various studies.  

2.0 Proposed Program 

This program is designed to provide additional support to university students to help them cope with 

the challenges and stresses facing university students. The support is grouped into the following 

categories: 

• Networking events and training  

To increase understanding and appreciation of a profession while also boosting chances of 

employability, it is useful to start building a professional network as soon as possible. These networking 

platforms teach students how to approach professionals both online and offline. The platform also 

organizes regular events linking students with professionals. The training also helps students build their 

portfolio (with tools such as linkedin) to boost employability or boost credibility should the student 

decide to take the entrepreneurship route.  

• Study skills training and workshops 

These study skills workshops and training courses teach students effectively revision strategies and time 

management skills. These skills are not only important for tertiary but they cut across all aspects of an 

individual’s life.  

• Career counseling 



   
Career counseling workshops are the perfect way for students to explore their motivation which lead to 

finding good matching career paths. Career counseling is especially useful if you are not quite sure which 

direction to head in.  

3.0 Program implementation 

The program requires students to register on the program every semester. A once-off semester fee of 

E100 per student is paid to be part of the program. The E100 fee covers all services offered by the 

program for that semester. Depending on the agreements between Intellectual Foundations and the 

tertiary institution, workshops will be conducted on campus or out-of-campus.  

The more involved an institution is on the program, the more benefits the program will have for the 

students in that particular institution. This program does allow for an institution to request or 

recommend an additional activity to be added to it, to better suit the needs of their students. E.g. team 

building for students or lecturers. This additional activity would likely be charged to the institution.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


